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Abstract. A brief review on plasma-processes used in biomedical applications is presented, along with results obtained by our group on the plasma-grafting of chemical functionalities onto polymers. RF Glow Discharges in NH$_3$/H$_2$ and O$_2$/H$_2$O/H$_2$ feeds have been utilized for grafting nitrogen- (e.g. -NH$_2$) and oxygen-containing (e.g. -OH, -COOH) functionalities onto polymers in a reproducible, controlled, selective fashion. Efficiency and selectivity of the grafting can, in principle, be tuned by optimizing the treatments with a proper, combined use of Actinometry and derivatization-aided Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis. Grafted -COOH groups have been used as "anchor sites" for immobilizing heparin and highly-sulphated hyaluronic acid in an active, anti-thrombotic form onto polyethylene.

1. INTRODUCTION

According to many reviews [1-4], low-pressure, non-equilibrium plasma-processes allow to alter the surface of polymeric biomaterials (see refs. [5-8] for proper definitions of the words biomaterial and biocompatibility) in a number of attractive ways for improving their compatibility with blood, soft tissues, bones, cells and biomolecules in biomedical applications.

Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PE-CVD) and Plasma Treatments (PT) are the favourite plasma-techniques for changing surface properties such as wettability, lubricity, adhesion to other materials, cell growth, leach of additives and protein adsorption in biomedical devices. Vascular grafts, heart valves, catheters and other devices used in contact with human blood, for example, can take advantage of blood-compatible plasma-deposited coatings [2, 9-11] as well as of anti-thrombotic molecules immobilized onto plasma-treated surfaces [1, 7, 12-16]. Plasma Treatments, i.e. plasma-processes performed with non-depositing reactive (NH$_3$, O$_2$, N$_2$, etc.) or inert (Ar, He) gas feeds, are used for altering only the topmost layer of a polymer surface by grafting chemical functionalities and/or by cross-linking the polymer chains through positive-ion bombardment. Radio Frequency (RF, 13.56 MHz) Glow Discharges are the most popular plasma sources for PE-CVD and PT processes.
Table 1 lists classes of surfaces that can be engineered on biomedical devices and prostheses by means of PE-CVD and PT. This contribution is designed to show how Plasma Treatments can be driven for grafting, somewhat in a selective fashion, chemical polar groups onto the surface of polymers, and how Actinometry [17-19] and Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis can be utilized for investigating the process. This approach can be utilized for engineering polymer surfaces with a dosed density of proper functionalities to be utilized for immobilizing biomolecules onto polymers.

**TABLE 1. Deliverables of PE-CVD and PT processes of interest in biomedical applications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blood-compatible surfaces</th>
<th>PE-CVD of coatings with blood-compatible properties. Anti-thrombotic biomolecules immobilized onto plasma-treated polymers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-fouling surfaces</td>
<td>PE-CVD of coatings where proteins, cells, bacteria, biofilms, etc. don't adhere.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surfaces with taylored hydrophilic-hydrophobic character</td>
<td>PE-CVD of coatings with taylored surface energy. Grafting of polar (e.g. -OH, -COOH, N-groups) or non polar (e.g. -F, -CF₃) functionalities by means of Plasma Treatments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterilization and cleaning</td>
<td>Plasma Treatments with oxidizing (e.g. O₂) ashing feeds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier coatings</td>
<td>PE-CVD of barrier coatings for: drug-release systems, gas-exchange membranes, device protection, reduction of leaches (ions, additives, catalyst) from materials.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **ON THE USE OF DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES IN THE BIOMATERIAL FIELD**

Process control is usually performed in the biomaterial community at the end of the plasma-process, by means of surface analysis techniques such as: Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA), static Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (s-SIMS), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Attenuated Total Reflectance FTIR (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy and Contact Angle (CA) measurements [20, 21]. Recently, ESCA analysis of hydrated-frozen surfaces has been developed [22, 23] and derivatization techniques introduced [24] for investigating in deeper detail polymer surfaces of biological interest. More advanced techniques such as Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) [25, 26] and scanning probe methods such as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) [27] have been utilized too.

The great attention dedicated to the study of plasma-processed surfaces, as well as to the interactions of such surfaces with blood, tissues, cells, proteins and other biological systems, is not counterbalanced, in the field of biomaterials, by the diagnostic analysis of what happens in the plasma gas-phase; further, low to none care is payed to reactor engineering and very simple reactor configurations are used. The density of the active species in the plasma, the bias of the surfaces and other internal parameters [19, 28-31] that, at
the end, drive surface modifications at a chemical level in glow discharges, apparently are not a concern in the biomaterial community, as it comes evident from the literature of the field. This lack of process control, common also for applications in other areas (food packaging, corrosion protection, etc.) where non-equilibrium plasmas are used, is responsible of a trial-and-error, black box approach to plasma-processing, which has contributed to generate problems of reproducibility and difficulties of technological transfers and scale-up of processes. Process control is possible, instead, because well established reactor-engineering criteria and a large number of plasma-diagnostic techniques [17-19, 28, 29, 32-34] are available from the scientific background of microelectronics. Plasma diagnostics such as Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES), Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF), Mass Spectrometry (MS), Langmuir Electrostatic Probes (LEP), IR and UV Adsorption Spectroscopy (IR-AS, UV-AS), particularly when applied in situ and supported by surface analysis, have contributed to fully understand, optimize and control at submicron level plasma-etching and PE-CVD processes devoted to the production of highly integrated electronic circuits. This approach has led to the booming development of the microelectronic technology led by plasma-processes.

This picture of the situation reflects the point of view of the authors. We are convinced that coupling surface and plasma diagnostic techniques would allow to fully exploit plasma-processes also in biomaterial science, where their potential as surface modification techniques is already recognized and appreciated, but only partially exploited.

3. GRAFTING OF CHEMICAL FUNCTIONALITIES ONTO POLYMERS BY MEANS OF PLASMA TREATMENTS

Plasma Treatments can graft proper chemical groups onto polymers and consequently increase (e.g. with NH₃, O₂, N₂ plasma feeds) or lower (e.g. with CF₄) their surface energy and hydrophilic-hydrophobic character, two related properties that drive the interactions with biological systems. Plasma-grafting oxygen- or nitrogen-containing polar groups, as an example, can improve adhesion and growth of cells on polymers [1-3, 35, 36] utilized in prostheses and biomedical devices, while plasma-fluorination can work in the opposite way [37].

Selected plasma-grafted chemical functionalities such as -NH₂, -OH, -COOH are also utilized as anchor sites for covalently immobilizing biomolecules able to confer their biological properties (molecule recognition, anti-thrombogenicity and blood-compatibility, wear resistance, non fouling character) to the surface where they are tied [1, 7, 38]. Immobilization procedures always start with plasma-processing of the polymer substrate, then continue with wet reactions. A spacer molecule with proper functional groups on both ends is immobilized on the grafted surface with one side, then bound to the biomolecule on the other side. The spacer can be essential for ensuring to the biomolecule full conformational movement, thus biological activity; direct coupling to polymer surfaces, in fact, can lead to inactivation and denaturation [39, 40]. Also PE-CVD can provide layers with proper functional groups. With this approach heparin has been immobilized onto materials such as polyethylene (PE), pyrolitic carbon and others [12-16], collegene has been immobilized onto polytetrafluoroethylene [41] and glucose oxidase (GOx) onto polyurethane [42].
Ageing of the plasma-treated surfaces (i.e. rearrangements, mobility of groups and polymer chains, reactions of groups with atmospheric oxygen, contaminations, loss of volatile or soluble compounds [35, 43, 44]) is always a concern for the applications, since the recovery of the surface properties (e.g. wettability) toward the values of the untreated surface usually happens with time. The shelf life of a plasma-treated surface should always be evaluated, and the timing of conventional processes to be applied on such surface carefully planned, in order to have each reaction (i.e. molecule immobilization) or procedure (i.e. cell growth, protein adhesion) to be lately practiced fully effective.

3.1 Grafting of nitrogen-containing functionalities, with particular reference to -NH₂

Polymer substrates have been modified in a tubular quartz reactor by means of NH₃/H₂ RF Glow Discharges. External parameters such as the NH₃/H₂ feed ratio and the RF power input, that can be conveniently tuned for changing the distribution of species in the plasma, as well as the position of the substrate in the plasma reactor (glow vs. afterglow) and the treatment time have been changed, in order to explore their influence on the grafting process [45, 46].

ESCA analysis of treated polymers allows to measure their surface N/C surface ratio, which has been taken as a measure of the efficiency of the treatment in grafting all kinds of N-groups. 4-trifluoromethylbenzaldehyde (TFMBA) vapors have been utilized for titrating -NH₂ groups grafted onto PE and polystyrene in a well-characterized and selective derivatization procedure [45]. The fluorine density of the derivatized surfaces, proportional to the density of grafted -NH₂ groups, allows to express the selectivity of the treatment (NH₂/N surface ratio) in grafting -NH₂ rather than other N-groups. Actinometric Optical Emission Spectroscopy (AOES), simply known as Actinometry, has been used for investigating the distribution of species formed in the discharges. It allows to monitor, in a semi-quantitative fashion, the relative density of emitting species in the plasma-phase as a function of external parameters such as pressure, feed gas composition and flow rate, power, etc., provided certain conditions are satisfied [17-19, 30]. He and Ar have to be added in small and constant quantity to the feed in order to compare their emission with those of the other emitting species. Table 2 shows the species detected in NH₃/H₂ RF Glow Discharges, along with their spectral features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Spectral feature (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>A³Π - X³S⁻</td>
<td>3360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C¹Π - a¹Δ</td>
<td>3240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>c³Π₀ - B³Π₂</td>
<td>3159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2p²p⁰₃/₂ - 3d²D₃/₂</td>
<td>6563 (Ha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>4s¹ [1/2]⁰ - 4p¹ [1/2]</td>
<td>7503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>2s³S - 3p³p⁰</td>
<td>3889</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2. Emission lines and bands observed by AOES in NH₃/H₂ RF Glow Discharges
Correlating the relative density of the species detected by AOES with the efficiency and selectivity of the grafting performed in various conditions has allowed to draw the chemical mechanism of the process. Figure 1A shows how the N/C surface ratio of treated PE correlates with the actinometric density of excited N2, NH and H species determined at different H2 feed content. The N/C ratio increases with the relative density of the N-species in the plasma-phase, while it is negatively correlated with that of H-atoms. Opposite trends have been recorded as a function of the selectivity (NH2/N) of the process, as shown in figure 1B. Other species related to those mentioned above, e.g. N atoms, likely present in the plasma and involved in surface processes, have not been detected.

![Figure 1A](image1.png)

**FIGURE 1.** Relative species densities in RF Glow Discharges fed with different NH3/H2 flow ratios as a function of: A) the surface N/C ratio B) the surface NH2/N ratio of PE substrates directly exposed to the plasma (11 sccm total flow rate, glow position, 10 W, 500 mtorr, 5 min).

The correlations with the N/C and NH2/N ratios holds also in other experimental conditions, and allow to elucidate the role of each class of species in plasma-surface interactions, as well as to identify the best conditions for obtaining a pre-determined surface chemistry. The chemical mechanisms of the treatment can be described as follows [45, 46]:

a - NH3 and H2 are fragmented in the glow and give origin to excited species, NH, N2 and H among them, whose relative density can be tuned with the NH3/H2 feed ratio and the RF power.

b - Heterogeneous processes due to the N-species graft N-containing organic groups (e.g. amine, imine, cyano, etc.) at the surface of the polymer. The grafting process occurs, with different efficiency and selectivity, for substrates exposed directly to the plasma or placed in the afterglow zone of the reactor.

c - H-atoms produce -NH2 groups on the polymer through the reduction of the other N-functionalities. This role of the H-atoms has been elucidated through afterglow and direct-glow H2 Plasma Treatments of substrates previously NH3 plasma-treated. The reduction process can be continued, in certain conditions, until no more nitrogen is detected on the polymer.
Low RF power values, a low H$_2$ (H-atoms) content in the feed and long (≥ 5 min) treatment times allow to obtain high grafting N/C efficiency. On the other hand, high RF power values, a low H$_2$ (H-atoms) feed content, short (seconds) treatment times and, particularly, treatments with the substrate in the afterglow zone of the reactor, drive the process toward high NH$_2$/N selectivity. Afterglow treatments show this effect most likely for the different life-times of the active species produced in the plasma, for their lower density respect to the glow zone and for the absence of positive-ion bombardment on the afterglow surfaces.

Efficiency and selectivity of NH$_3$/H$_2$ Plasma-Treatments follow always opposite trends as a function of the same parameter [45, 46]; as a consequence, it is difficult to obtain surfaces characterized by an high absolute density of -NH$_2$ groups in one step only. In order to bypass this situation and to test the effective ability of H-atoms in reducing N-groups to -NH$_2$, different treatments in sequence have been experimented with success. A treatment in high grafting efficiency conditions is to be performed first, followed by a second one in the afterglow zone of an H$_2$ discharge. The reduction of the N-groups grafted in the first process takes place during the second, thus allowing high yields of -NH$_2$ groups.

3.2 Grafting of oxygen-containing functionalities, with particular reference to -COOH utilized for immobilizing heparin and highly-sulphated hyaluronic acid

Heparin and highly-sulphated hyaluronic acid (Hyal$_{x}$, x = 3.5) have been immobilized onto polyethylene previously plasma-grafted with oxygen-containing groups, -COOH among them [14, 47]. Heparin- and Hyal$_{3.5}$-immobilized samples show higher anti-coagulant character respect to the unmodified polymer. Due to its anti-thrombotic anticoagulant character, heparin is widely used in the treatment of cardiovascular diseases, surgery and extracorporeal blood circulation systems, and a large effort is being profused for obtaining heparin-like molecules like Hyal$_{x}$, as well as for immobilizing such molecules onto blood-contacting devices.

PE substrates have been grafted with O-groups in a quartz tubular reactor [45, 46] by means of RF Glow Discharges fed with O$_2$/H$_2$O/H$_2$ mixtures (Ar and He were added in small quantity for performing Actinometry [14]). Different RF power values, treatment times and the role of the position of the substrate (glow vs. afterglow) have been investigated. The species listed in Table 3 have been detected and their actinometric density profiles obtained as a function of the feed composition, as shown in Figure 2 for an O$_2$/H$_2$ discharge.

Differently from NH$_3$-based plasmas, O$_2$/H$_2$O/H$_2$ discharges lead to the etching of organic polymers, as attested by C-containing species (CO, CH) detected in the plasma. As a consequence, the formation of Low Molecular Weight Oxidized Materials (LMWOM) [48, 49] on the substrates has been noted. Such compounds form a weak, water-soluble boundary layer on the surface of the treated polymer, that makes difficult reproducing surface analysis.

ESCA analysis of PE treated in O$_2$/H$_2$O/H$_2$ RF Glow Discharges, then rinsed in distilled water and dried, has been performed, and the presence of -COOH groups available for the wet immobilization reactions attested on the final surface by means of derivatization with trifluoroethanol vapors according to [14, 24]. Studies are in progress in our laboratory [50] aimed to find correlations between the relative
density of the plasma species and the chemistry of the treated surface, similarly to those shown in 3.1. The scope of the investigation is to understand the chemical mechanism of the grafting-etching process, and to optimize plasma-parameters to the optimal density of -COOH groups needed for obtaining the best antithrombogenic surfaces.

### TABLE 3. Emission lines and bands observed by AOES in H₂O/O₂/H₂ RF Glow Discharges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Spectral feature (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO*</td>
<td>B²Σ - A³Π</td>
<td>4511, 4835, 5198, 5610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>A²Σ⁺ - X²Π</td>
<td>3064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH**</td>
<td>A²Δ - X²Π</td>
<td>4314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>3p³S⁰ - 3p³P</td>
<td>8446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2p²p⁰⁰/₂ - 3d²D⁰₁/₂</td>
<td>6563 (Hα)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>4s¹ [1/2]⁰ - 4p¹ [1/2]</td>
<td>7503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>2s³S - 3p³p⁰</td>
<td>3889</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Produced by the etching of the polymer substrate
** Produced by the etching of the polymer substrate when H₂ is added to the feed

FIGURE 2. Relative species densities in RF Glow Discharges fed with different O₂/H₂ flow ratios as a function of the O₂ percent in the feed. PE substrates are directly exposed to the plasma (11 sccm total flow rate, glow position, 10 W, 500 mtorr, 5 min).

O,O' bis (2-aminopropyl)polyethyleneglycol 500 (Fluka, avgd. m.w. 600 a.u., n = 9-11, PEG₅₀₀) has been utilized as spacer-arm molecule to immobilize heparin (Roche) and HyalS₃.₅ (synthesized from
hyaluronic acid [51] onto plasma-modified PE. The detailed procedure, adapted from the literature [15] is reported elsewhere [14, 47]. Each immobilization step, i.e. the immobilization of the spacer and that of the biomolecule, deals with the formation of amide covalent bonds between -COOH groups, grafted on PE and present on the biomolecules, and -NH2 functionalities present on both side of PEG500.

After each reaction step the substrates have been rinsed with deionized water and the presence of either the diamine spacer or that of heparin (or HyalS3.5) revealed on the surface by detecting N and S atoms with ESCA, respectively. Both heparin and HyalS3.5, in fact, contain sulphur. Derivatization with TFMBA has been utilized for tracking the -NH2 groups of the immobilized PEG500 molecule on the substrates, thus confirming its presence for the next immobilization step. Best-fitting procedures of the N1s signals have been utilized in order to evaluate that PEG500 and other diamines utilized in the experiments were coupled to the surface by one amine side only, thus leaving the other available to react.

At the end of the modification steps heparin- and HyalS3.5-immobilized PE samples have been obtained, whose surface structure could be represented as in Figure 3. Blood-contact (thrombin time) and platelet-activation tests reveal for such samples an higher surface anti-coagulant character respect to unmodified PE, hence attesting that heparin and HyalS3.5 have been immobilized in active form.

![Figure 3](image-url)

**FIGURE 3.** Sketch of heparin immobilized onto polyethylene by means of our procedure.
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